
 

 

Sivan Rubinstein 

Active Maps 

 
 

An audience participation project exploring our 
sense of belonging through maps 



Active Maps by Sivan Rubinstein, an Israeli-born London-based choreographer, 
crosses over between a movement workshop and an audience participatory 
project.  It grew out of audience research on her performance work Maps.  The 
two – Maps and Active Maps - can be programmed separately or together. 

Active Maps is suitable for people of all ages and abilities. 

Participants enter the workshop/performance space where a big map of the 
world has previously been sketched in tape on the floor.  Against an electronic 
soundscape played live by Liran Donin, the participants explore the map and try 
to understand where the different countries are situated.  Led by Sivan, they 
explore their own migration routes (from town to town or country to country) 
and start to challenge the way they see the map and instead think of the world as 
“one big home”.  Together with Sivan, the participants remove the pre-laid tape 
and, armed with fresh supplies, create their own map where the land they desire 
to spend their life (past, present or future) is situated.  Finally, the personal map 
is also removed, and the tape placed in the middle of the room.  Inspired by 
mandala philosophy, participants bow to the world. 
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Active Maps was created with audience across Europe, visual artists and LARP 
(live action role playing) designers Adam James and Hamish MacPherson, and 
Sarah Fine. 



Sivan Rubinstein   
Sivan Rubinstein is an Israeli choreographer based in London. She is a vivid 
researcher and in dialogue with different art forms her work explores current 
issues through contemporary dance.   

Her work has also been shown in festivals such as B.Motion Festival Italy, 
Hangartfest Italy, The Dutch Dance Festival and Arts and Humanities Festival (KCL) 
in London. Sivan has been awarded the title of 'Exceptional Artist' by the Israeli 
Ministry of Culture, selected by The Place for Exit Visa, their ‘emerging 
choreographer’ program, and as the UK artist for Pivot Dance.  Sivan is also a 
member of the Swallowsfeet Collective who develop, curate and produce The 
Swallowsfeet Festival (Brighton) in partnerships with Brighton University and The 
Old Market Theatre. The Collective is driven to empower and support 
independent dance artists; through performance, experience and participation. 
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Active Maps is part of a research and dance production called Maps, commissioned by 
Creative Europe’s EU-funded programme, Pivot Dance, The Place (UK), Dutch Dance 
Festival (Netherlands) and Operaestate Festival (Italy), and with the support of Arts 
Council England and King’s College London. As part of the creation process, Maps and 
Active Maps were created with feedback from audience clubs based in the UK, The 
Netherlands and Italy. 



Booking Details 

Availability: upon request from February 2019 
 
Running time: 50 minutes (when booked with Maps) 
 75 minutes (when booked as stand-alone project) 
 
Workshop personnel: three people (choreographer, musician, designer) 
 
Workshop area: Minimum 8m x 10m 
 
Get in: Four hours 

 
  Cost (UK only):    £700 (plus travel and accommodation where applicable) 
 
  Suitable for: Groups of 10-60, depending on size of space. 

 People of all ages and abilities. 

  Trailer  https://vimeo.com/190560722 (please note the salt seen in the 
footage is not used in Active Maps) 

  Website: www.sivanrubinstein.com www.stdma.com  

 
Contact: Sarah Trist sarah@stdma.com 0044 7757 654790 

 


